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Impacts in planetary sciences
Moon-forming

giant impact
K/Pg impact Lunar basins

Spherule beds

on the Earth

[Image; D. Berry/SwRI]

4.3–3.8 Ga? 4.6 Ga

[Zuber+13] D > 300 km

3.7–3.2 Ga

[Lowe&Byerly]
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10–100 km 

5–10 km 

[Don Davis]

[Don Davis]



Impact is a unique geologic process
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Impact is a unique geologic process
� Extremely high energy density never achieved in endogeneous processes

Energy density e = vimp
2/2 ~ 50

vimp
10 km s−1

2
(MJ/kg)

Corresponding temperature T ~ e/Cp ~ 5,000 K
Corresponding pressure         P ~ ρe ~ 150 GPa

(at vimp = 10 km/s)

Hypervelocity impacts cause unique physical/chemical processes, 
which never happen under a mean field on planetary bodies. 

Application to planetary sciences
•Heat implantation onto the surface of growing planets [e.g., Safronov69, 78; Mizutani+72; Senshu+02] 
•Intense chemical reactions [e.g., Mukhin+89; Nna-Mvondo+10; Ishimaru+10; Ohno+14]
•Atmospheric erosion  [e.g., Ahrens93; Vickery90; Genda & Abe05; Shuvalov09]
•Chondrule/spherule formation [e.g., Kieffer77; Johnson&Melosh12; Johnson+15]
•Shock-induced metamorphisms recorded in meteorites [e.g., Stoffler+91, 18; Marchi+13]
...



Impact is a unique geologic process
�Hypervelocity material ejection

Application to planetary sciences
•Material exchange between planetary bodies 

[e.g., Melosh88; Artemieva&Ivanov04; Krijt+17; Kurosawa+18, 19; Veras+18; Hyodo+19]
•Mass loss from planetesimals

[e.g., Kobayashi & Tanaka10]
•Widespread lateral transport and mixing of surface materials

[e.g., Knauth+05; Norman+10; Marchi+14; Kurosawa15; Sieh+19]

Hypervelocity impacts lead to 
a formation of an excavation flow.

Polycarbonate 
-> Polycarbonate plate
at 4.3 km/s
[Kurosawa, Okamoto, 

Matsui]

5 mm



Impact is a unique geologic process
�Crater formation

Application to planetary sciences
•Crater chronology 

[e.g., Gault70; Hartmann84, 05; Ivanov&Neukum94]
•Topographic evolution 

[e.g., Sugita&Matsui92; Minton+19] 
•Characteristics of impactor population 

[e.g., Strom+05]
•Constraint on early thermal state

[e.g., Namiki+09; Miljković+13; Kamata+15]
•Impact cooling (Impact-induced convection)

[e.g., Safronov69; Senshu+02; Penera+17]

Hypervelocity impacts produce 
a geographical feature on planets.
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Overview of iSALE
[Amsden+81; Ivanov+97; Collins+04, 16; Wünemann+06]

iSALE: A multi-material, multi-rheology shock physics code

= A hydrocode, which could capture shockwaves

and could solve constitutive eqs. in a self-consistent way

Important features
– A grid-based hydrocode

– State-of-the-art EOS model (ANEOS) [Thompson & Lauson72; Melosh07]

– Various material models

Elasto-Plastic media with P-T-dependent yield strength [e.g., Collins+04]

Microscopic porosity compaction [Wünnemann+06]

– A user-friendly interface

End users do not necessarily edit the source code.

– Python-based software for data analyses and making figures (pySALEPlot) 

[developed by Tom Davison]

(Impact-SALE)

SALE = Simplified Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian
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Strengths & Weaknesses
Advantage

Disadvantage

�Strain rate and strain could be calculated directly.
-> Highly familiar with constitutive equations and the treatment of porosity compaction

�Large density contrast could be calculated appropriately. 

�The algorism of the interface tracking is still under development.

�Numerical diffusion of internal energy sometimes becomes a problem. 

�iSALE has been well tested and validated by a number of researchers.
Over 100 publications in peer-reviewed international journals

�iSALE has not been optimized for running on a large-scale parallel computation.  
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Case studies
� The launch mechanism of martian meteorites

� A new discovery of the roles of material strength on impact heating 

Kurosawa & Genda (2018), 
Geophysical Research Letters

Kurosawa, Okamoto, and Genda (2018), Icarus
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Petrographic analyses [Compiled by Head+, 2002, Table 1]

Constraint 1
veject > 5 km/s

Constraint 2
Ppeak = 30–50 GPa
(Relatively low)

(vescape of Mars)

Impact origin is plausible. 

“The MM condition”
(MM = Martian meteorite)

[Melosh, 1984]

Two constraints



Analytical method Numerical method

Ahrens & O’Keefe (1978)

– A lightly-shocked high-speed

component is reported.

Melosh (1984)

–First analytical model

Head, Melosh & Ivanov (2002)

–Vertical impacts with nCPPR = 5–40 

Vickery & Melosh (1987)

–Apply to the problem of 

the origin of the MMs

Artemieva & Ivanov (2004)

–Oblique impacts with nCPPR = 20–100 

They concluded that impacts can launch the MMs from Mars. 

The analytical model cannot

treat strongly shocked matter.

Previous studies
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[Davison, 
Ph.D thesis, 2010]

An artificial viscosity is necessary 
for capturing shock waves.

The artificial viscosity leads to
a shock smearing over 3-10 cells.

[Johnson+, 2014; De Carli, 2013]

An underestimated Ppeak

near the free surface that may be 
10-30% of the true Ppeak.

[De Carli, 2013](ex. 60 GPa -> 10-20 GPa)

Shock front
Viscosity 
parameters

Is the low Ppeak a numerical artifact? [De Carli+07]



∗ The feasibility of MM launch
due to impacts is low.

An additional acceleration 
mechanism is necessary.

∗ The ideal maximum of up after 
a shock-release sequence is 2upH.

Ppeak = r0(C0+supH)upHGranite

Basalt

Dunite

vescape

30
 G

Pa

50
 G

Pa

Data are taken 
from Melosh (1989)

M
M
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on

di
tio

n

Peak pressure (GPa)

Isentropic release

up < 2upH (for condensed phase)

Difficulty in the impact origin [De Carli+07]



2-D iSALE
vimp = 12 km/s
nCPPR = 1000
P1D = 190 GPa

The X-axis is adjusted
to fix the location of 
the collision point.

ts = Dp/vimp
A characteristic time
for projectile penetration

iSALE results
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Late-stage acceleration



Late-stage acceleration
Shock arrival



Late-stage acceleration

The pressure at the root of ejecta curtain is still 
>10 GPa even after across the pre-impact surface.

-> The materials continue to suffer acceleration
due to a strong pressure gradient.



Time variations



Time variations

Material pileup



Late-stage acceleration

The uniform linear motion
along with the same trajectory



Δv ~ alateΔt

~
Proot

ρl Δt

alate : Acceleration
Dt:    duration
Proot: The pressure in 

the root of curtain
r:      Density
l:       Thickness of

the ejecta curtain

iSALE results
Proot ~ 10 GPa
Δt ~ 0.05ts = 0.1Rp/vimp

l ~ 0.02Rp

Dv ~1.4 
Proot
10 GPa

∆t/ts
0.05

ρ
3 g/cc

!" l/Rp
0.0#

!"
(km/s)

The pressure gradient is strong enough to cause the additional acceleration. 

Order estimate

The compressibility (material pileup) in the excavation flow makes the unknown acceleration.



Case studies
� The launch mechanism of martian meteorites

� A new discovery of the roles of material strength on impact heating 

Kurosawa & Genda (2018), 
Geophysical Research Letters

Kurosawa, Okamoto, and Genda (2018), Icarus



[Marchi+13]

[Brasser+16]

[Demeo & Carry14]
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A recent view of early solar system
Do planets actually suffer bombardments of high-velocity impactors ? 

Energy influx: A boundary condition of planetary systems

Actual configuration of the early solar system should be explored. 



Toward decoding the nature of early solar system
Shock metamorphism(s) in meteorites could be used.

“Stöffler table” 
[Stöffler+72, 91, 18]

Post shock temperatures Tpost have been thermodynamically calculated based on 
the estimated Ppeak by assuming no heat production during decompression.

Shock stage Ppeak (GPa) Tpost (K)

S1 <4–5 10–20

S2 5–10 20–50

S3 15–20 100–150

S4 30–35 250–350

S5 45–55 600–850

S6 75–90 1500–1750

Whole rock 
melting >90 >1750

(For ordinary chondrites)

Ex. 
High-P metamorphism

–Undulatory extinction (5–10 GPa)

–Planar deformation feature (10–35 GPa)

High-T metamorphism
–Water loss from serpentine (~870 K)
–The reset of 40Ar-39Ar age (1,000 K) 

(For quartz)



Insights from previous studies 
Laboratory impact experiments [Kenkmann+13]
Unexpected melting of projectiles made from iron meteorites at Ppeak = 55 GPa

(cf., Required shock pressure for incipient melting of iron = 162 GPa [Kraus+15])

CTH simulations [Quintana+15]

The material strength leads to a higher degree of impact heating.

The roles of the material strength should be explored to decode 
the impact history from the High P-T metamorphisms in meteorites.



Results at vimp = 4 km/s, Pure hydrodynamic 
Temporal T distribution P-T path

0.3

0.6

3
ANEOS Hugoniot

A typical impact in the MB does not cause a large temperature rise.  

Dunite impactor

Dunite target (220 K)
No strength



Temporal T distribution P-T path

0.3

0.6

3

A typical impact in the MB does not cause a large temperature rise.  

ANEOS Hugoniot

Results at vimp = 4 km/s, Pure hydrodynamic 



Temporal T distribution P-T path

0.3

0.6

3
ANEOS Hugoniot

T gradually increases during pressure release.

Dunite target (220 K)
Elasto-Plastic body

“ROCK” model in iSALE package was used 

Results at vimp = 4 km/s, Elasto-Plastic



Temporal T distribution P-T path

0.3

0.6

3
ANEOS Hugoniot

T gradually increases during pressure release.
“ROCK” model in iSALE package was used 

Results at vimp = 4 km/s, Elasto-Plastic



Relation between Ppeak-Tpeak
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�ΔT reaches ~103 K at ~20 GPa.
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How does material strength contribute to the heating?

Plastic work
Expected T rise

Plastic deformation: Irreversible process against strength
(Pa = J m-3 = energy density)

Pressure-dependent strength model
Yield strength of shock-damaged rocks Yd = min(Ycoh + µdP, Ylim) 

[Drucker & Prager52; Collins04]

Ycoh: Cohesion; µd: Internal friction; P: Experiencing pressure; 
Ylim: von Mises yield criterion; e: Volumetric strain; r: Density; Cp: Isobaric specific heat

(J kg-1)

(K)



A simple estimation of expected temperature rise

µd      = 0.6
Ycoh = 10 kPa
Ylim = 3.5 GPa
Cp = 1 kJ/kg

Plastic deformation potentially cause 
a temperature rise up to ~103 K !
(when e ~ 1 was assumed.)
-> Excellently consistent with 

the iSALE results.

Volumetric
 stra

in e = 1

Volumetric
 strain 

e = 0.1

Expected T rise ∆T ~
εYd
ρCp

The Stöffler table should be revised!
�We are looking for one postdoc for proceeding this project.

If you are interested in, please contact me.
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How to use iSALE in Japan
The iSALE shock physics code is not fully open-source: 
it is distributed on a case-by-case basis to academic users in the impact community, for noncommercial use only. 

1. Application via iSALE website (https://isale-code.github.io)
with some comments by the iSALE developers in Japan

iSALE developers in Japan
Kosuke Kurosawa (Chiba Institute of Technology)
Yasumasa Kanada (Chiba Institute of Technology)
Ryo Suetsugu (Univ. of Occupational and Environmental Health)
Shigeru Wakita (Purdue University)

Limited only to 
•The researchers who are knowledgeable about impact physics and numerical simulations

or
•The students who are supervised by such the researchers 



How to use iSALE in Japan
The iSALE shock physics code is not fully open-source: 
it is distributed on a case-by-case basis to academic users in the impact community, for noncommercial use only. 

2. The use of the shared-use computers at CfCA

Acknowledgements: We greatly appreciate the CfCA member for their excellent support in this specific operations.

Although the users in this group cannot access the source code of iSALE, 
the users can construct their own model suites by editing two input files. 

Two input files edited by the users
–asteroid.inp: Calculation settings
–material.inp: Model parameters

Compiled binary of iSALE at CfCA

iSALE runs on the CfCA computers

� The CfCA account is necessary to apply via this way.



iSALE short course at CfCA
At NAOJ

Held on 30 July ~ 1 Aug.  in 2019

Participants: 12 peoples

Undergraduate 1

Graduate 5

Postdoc   4

Staff 2 

(Lecturer 2+1)

The short course has been held at NAOJ

annually since 2017.

–3 days

–The use of own laptop computers

–Basic lectures about impact physics

–Several exercises with 

various degree of difficulties

<-An example of the result of an exercise

Trajectory analysis on a Peak P plot
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Remaining problems

Oblique impacts

(Self-gravity)



All natural impactors 
incidence obliquely 
[e.g., Shoemaker62]

At PERC/Chitech
Impact laboratory

2 cm An oblique impact is a phenomenon
occurred in a 3-D geometry.

Conditions
Polycarbonate
-> Al plate
45 degree
6.72 km/s
in Ar gas of 6 kPa

Remaining problems



An oblique impact in a hydrocode

(b) 1.2 µs (0.89)

(a) 0.0 µs (0.0)

Target surface
(Polycarbonate)

5 mm

Projectile
(Polycarbonate)

Laboratory experiment 

Impact 
direction

(c) 4.8 µs (3.6)

3-D SPH simulation

5 mm

Projectile

Target surface
Impact 

direction

(e) 1.2 µs (0.89)

(d) 0.0 µs (0.0)

(f) 4.8 µs (3.6)

3.56 km/s
45 degrees

[Okamoto, Kurosawa, Genda & Matsui, 
in revision]

nimp = 3 x 106

(90 particles per projectile radius)

ntotal = 2 x 108

•No gravity
•No strength
•The end time is 5 ts

a few months...

corresponds to 600 x 600 x 600 cells
in grid-based codes

ts = Dp/vimp



Expected/desired progresses in next 5-10 years

The development of a grid-based shock physics code like iSALE, 
which is optimized for running on a large-scale parallel computation

–Optimization to distributed memory parallel computer
(Development of a framework like FDPS for grid-based codes ?)

Elucidation of the nature of oblique impacts
Numerical simulations with high spatial resolution 

would be served as a powerful tool. 
Very recent studies
–Enhancement of the degree of impact heating in oblique impacts

–Enhancement of the impact-driven transported mass from Mars to Phobos

[Wakita, Genda, Kurosawa, & Davison, 2019, Geophysical Research Letters]

[Hyodo, Kurosawa, Genda, Usui, & Fujita, 2019, Scientific Reports]



Summary
� Hypervelocity impacts cause unique physical/chemical processes.

There are a lot of applications and outstanding problems in planetary sciences.

� iSALE is a user-friendly grid-based code, which can treat elasto-plastic media.

� iSALE can be used on the shared-use computer at CfCA.
iSALE short course will also be held in next fiscal year (2020). 

� Exploration of oblique impacts is “a blue ocean” in the impact community.
Numerical simulations with high spatial resolution would provide 

new insights into the nature of oblique impacts. 
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